CT LUCIA
Handling instructions
(EU Version)
Preparing the CT LUCIA 621P/621PY and CT LUCIA 221P

1. Verify the lens is central and secure in the IOL chamber.
2. Cover the whole lens and blue plunger tip with a generous amount of OVD. Avoid touching the lens and blue plunger tip.
3. Close the lid of the IOL chamber. **IMPORTANT:** Allow the lens to remain in this position until the surgeon is ready to deliver it to the eye.
4. Advance the lens to the intermediate position. Gently press the plunger forward until an audible ‘click’ is heard. **IMPORTANT:** The lens should be implanted immediately.
5. Slowly advance the lens until it has been released from the injector. If delivery is incomplete, apply additional pressure to the thumb flange to release the lens.
6. Carefully position the lens in the capsular bag.
7. Discard the device. Do not reuse the delivery system.